6.0
DESIGN CODES

The following section sets out the fundamental
rules that apply to how development should respond to the
various aspects of the Development Framework.
The Codes provide the ‘rules’ that govern how
development should occur within the development framework
set out in previous sections. Given the primary need to secure
a quality townscape and a sense of place, the most important
role of the design code will be in securing the lasting structural
elements of the place, such as the street pattern and street
dimensions. Getting these structural elements right will allow
other elements of the design to evolve, providing a structure
within which wonderful architecture, streets and spaces can
be delivered. The Code therefore sets out ‘must do’ principles
for key elements of the master plan for the development ,
whilst remaining flexible enough to deal with the changing
circumstances of long-term projects, for example changes in
market conditions or lifestyle.
The following sections set out the nature of the
character areas or neighbourhoods, streets and public spaces
which are key to creating the quality and character of the
development set out in the ‘Chard Regeneration Framework’.
Specifications for each of these key elements of the plan are set
out and together define the urban character of the site.
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What is a code?

CABE (2005) sets out the following working definition of the
design code:
A design code is a set of specific rules or requirements
to guide the physical development of a site or place. The aim
of design coding is to provide clarity as to what constitutes
acceptable design quality and thereby a level of certainty for
developers and the local community alike that can help to
accelerate the delivery of good quality new development.
The design code builds on the aspirations of the
master plan/ development framework and provides a vision,
a rationale and a set of requirements (the codes themselves)
as to how to achieve the aspirations. These can extend from
urban design principles aimed at delivering better quality
places and include requirements for streets, blocks, massing
and so on, or may be focused more on architectural or building
performance, for example aiming to increase energy efficiency.
The level of detail defined and required by a code will
vary depending upon the circumstances of development. In
order to provide certainty of outcome, it should carry some
weight in terms of its role in the planning process or through
developer agreements. Future improvements will always be
beneficial and therefore aspects of the code might be subject to
review over time.

The approach to design coding

Design codes do not replace the need for the development to be
properly designed and undergo the appropriate scrutiny of the
planning and building control process. Codes are not a ‘design’
and the need for a skilled and experienced architect remains. A
design code will not make a bad architect into a good architect
but provide clarity as to what constitutes acceptable design
in order to meet broader project aims. The developer will still
need to ensure the design meets aesthetic and commercial
requirements. Development control planners will still need to
ensure that any proposals submitted under the egis of a design
code meet the normal standards expected of all development.
Sustainable development principles are generally
not separately identified by the design code. These are
integral to the framework for the site and are not an ‘addon’. The framework provides the context within which a
sustainable place can be created. More technical aspects of
sustainable development are addressed by other standards
the development will need to meet such as the Building
Regulations and the Code for Sustainable Homes. Where
necessary the design code supplements these with additional
standards that are considered necessary to deliver the
sustainable design dimensions of the vision for the site

The approach to coding adopted by this document therefore
avoids replicating the design, development and building
control processes all schemes have to go through as a matter of
course. It complements the framework for the site which sets
out the intended physical structure of the development and
how it links to its surroundings. The code focuses on securing
the basic relationships between buildings and public realm
that is necessary to deliver the vision for the site and create a
strong sense of place and community. It generally avoids issues
of architectural style on the basis that this will be addressed
by the detailed design and planning processes. It does however
set standards as to how architecture should ‘perform’ in the
context of the wider vision. These ‘performance standards’
relate to the general quality of design and the activity and
diversity of frontage, rather than style. They also inform how
the spatial requirements of the proposed uses (scale, form and
mass) should be accommodated on the site. However these
standards do not impinge on the scope of the architect to
respond creatively to the site. Indeed this creativity is actively
encouraged.
The fundamental aspects of the development that
need to be secured in order to deliver the vision for this, or any,
site are:

 Space codes: these set the basic parameters for size,
massing, frontages and circulation for the main public
spaces proposed for the town centre.
The development framework and design codes together
provide a structure which provides the flexibility to adapt
the development outcome to address changing social and
economic conditions. They also provide a structure within
which high quality architecture of varying form and style can
be created.

Using the code

 The codes cover the Chard Masterplan area;
 Coding relates to urban design principles only; it is ‘styleneutral’ in architectural terms;
 Each code set out in the following sections has a plan
which shows specifically to what each code relates;

The interpretation of each code will be influenced by site
specific design and viability considerations that apply to each
development block.

 the relationship of buildings to the streets and spaces, i.e.
whether they are placed to the back of kerb, are set back
from the road etc;
 the performance of visually or physically accessible
streets and spaces, in particular how they integrate
design, pedestrian, cyclist and vehicular functions;
 the scale, form and mass of building blocks / plots
relative to the intended use;
 the activity and diversity of the ‘edges’ of each of the
blocks.
The codes therefore comprise:
 General principles: these are the generally accepted
principles of good design that apply to all aspects of the
site as set out in best practice documents;
 Character: these set out the overriding character for
a specific neighbourhood including existing context,
layout, nature or typology of the built form and any key
features of the neighbourhood.
 Street codes: these set out a clear performance
specification and specific standards for each street in the
hierarchy set by the framework and their relationship to
each of the character areas;
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6.1.0 character areas

The character areas are broken into two sections,
firstly the Growth Areas which cover the proposed new
neighbourhoods created by the growth of Chard, and secondly
the town centre regeneration areas. The growth areas are
broken into neighbourhoods which each have a defined
character that relates to its existing context and proposed
development requirements. The regeneration areas cover three
areas of the town centre each responding to the future
aspirations for Chard town centre and its historical context.
The character areas form the first layer of design coding. They
provide the basis for the other codes, for example a primary
street that passes through each of the character areas will likely
in itself have differing principles relating to each character
area.
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the growth areas
6.1.1 THE GROWTH AREAs

The growth areas consist of six neighbourhoods each with
a distinct identity and character that responds to their
context. Each of these are strongly connected to adjacent
neighbourhoods and each other by a sequence of streets that
deliver peripheral permeability and connectivity to the town
centre. The town centre regeneration areas are not included as
growth areas and are covered in the next section.

KEY
avishayes
stop line slopes
millfield
holbear
northern growth area
western growth area

0m

500m

TOWN CENTRE regeneration AREAs
fIGURE NO. 31
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6.1.2 avishayes
objectives

The successful development of this neighbourhood should
address key objectives which include:





Linkage with existing neighbourhoods
Incorporation of existing green infrastructure
Transition between town and country
Incorporation of green linkage between Chard Reservoir
and Railway Fields

strategic design principles
1. Development plots should be shaped by the existing
landscape structure creating an enclosed, inward looking
character area
2. Existing tree groups and major hedges should be retained
where possible to create a sylvan landscape setting for
development and reflect the sites current landscape
character
3. Strong green infrastructure routes should be provided
and retained to connect the nature reserves to the north
and the south to serve as pedestrian, cycle links and
wildlife corridors
4. Wide spacious north south streets are required to allow
vehicle permeability around the eastern edge of Chard
5. Oaklands Avenue can be used to provide strategic traffic
function in early stages with a further peripheral north south street provided in later phases
6. The enclosed development plots lend themselves to being
built out by a variety of smaller developers and self build
groups to create a rich and diverse residential area
7. Architecture should respond to the strong landscape
structure with use of natural materials with strong
sustainability credentials
8. Development should be set back to respect the setting of
Oaklands House
9. Potential for local centre at the junction of Avishayes
Road and the proposed north - south street

Example of housing development addressing surrounding green
environment

key
Extents of character area
Existing strategic movement corridor
Proposed strategic movement corridor
Proposed strategic cycle route
Nature reserves and landscape setting
of Oaklands House
Field boundaries
Potential green infrastructure
connections
Existing trees
fIGURE NO. 32

strategic design principles plan
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avishayes
layout

This extract from the masterplan indicates the strategic
layout for the Avishayes character area. It indicates the
proposed development blocks and varying development
layouts that respond to the strategic design principles but also
that variation of plot layout and typology will occur within
different development blocks.
The numbers on the plan correspond to the strategic design
principles opposite, indicating where some of these have been
incorporated in the layout.

1

9
location plan

5
2

8

fIGURE NO. 33

character area layout based on strategic design principles
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6.1.3 STOP LINE SLOPES
objectives

The successful development of this neighbourhood should
address key objectives which include:
 Successfully addressing and integrating with the existing
low density residential areas adjacent.
 Development form will need to incorporate with and
take advantage of the long south facing fields and well
wooded hedges.
 New neighbourhood should maintain and improve
access to the Stop Line Way.

strategic design principles
1. Development plots should be shaped by existing field
patterns and landscape structure
2. Strong green infrastructure routes should be provided to
connect the nature reserves, surrounding landscape and
the proposed strategic cycle route
3. Orientation of development blocks should reflect the
south west aspect to maximise solar access for housing
4. South facing slopes also offer opportunities for a network
of productive landscapes and green spaces
5. Hedges should be retained where possible as integral part
of the character of the area
6. Stop Line Slopes could accommodate a local centre in
later development phases along Crewkerne Road
7. Wide spacious north south streets are required to allow
vehicle permeability around the eastern edge of Chard
and provide good connectivity with the proposed centre
at Millfield
8. Development should be set back to protect the landscape
setting of Oaklands House
9. The aspect of the site provides the opportunity for
expansive views over the nature reserve and the
surrounding countryside

development integrated with and responding to green
infrastructure

key
Extents of character area
Existing strategic movement corridor
Proposed strategic movement corridor
Existing field boundaries
South facing slopes offer the opportunity
to maximise solar gain throughout the day
Proposed strategic cycle route
Nature reserve and landscape setting of
Oaklands House existing trees
Contour lines, showing the south west
facing slopes of the character area
Potential green infrastructure connections
Opportunity to provide views out of
the site over the nature reserve and
surrounding countryside
fIGURE NO. 34

strategic design principles plan
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STOP LINE SLOPES
layout

This extract from the masterplan indicates the strategic
layout for the Stop Line Slopes character area. It indicates
the proposed development blocks and varying development
layouts that respond to the strategic design principles but also
that variation of plot layout and typology will occur within
different development blocks.
The numbers on the plan correspond to the strategic design
principles opposite, indicating where some of these have been
incorporated in the layout.

4

3

2

location plan

fIGURE NO. 35

character area layout based on strategic design principles
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6.1.4 MILLFIELD
objectives

The successful development of this neighbourhood should
address key objectives which include:
 Linkage with Millfield Industrial Estate
 Incorporation of Lordsleaze Hotel.
 Development should address the lack of existing
landscape structure and weak urban context.

strategic design principles
1. Development blocks should respond to existing field
patterns
2. Confident town planning should aim to create new
mixed use community with its own distinctive identity
3. Development blocks should be designed to create a tight
urban character to define the identity for the distinct
new neighbourhood
4. Proposed centre should provide community facilities
and school for the keysite and existing surrounding
neighbourhoods
5. Strong connections should be provided between the
proposed centre at Millfield and Chard town centre
6. Development plots should be flexible and capable of
accommodating employment, commercial and/or
residential uses
7. Wide spacious north south streets are required to allow
vehicle permeability around the eastern edge of Chard
8. A major new sports hub and leisure facility should be
provided for the town
9. Development should create a strong defined edge to the
nature reserve
10. Hedgerows and mature trees should be retained where
possible and where they would not compromise the
character of this more urban mixed use character area
11. A network of clear pedestrian and cycle routes should be
provided to connect to the proposed leisure facilities, the
nature reserve and to the strategic cycle corridor
12. Employment uses should be arranged to the northern
edge of the site as a continuation of the existing
employment corridor
13. Lordleaze Hotel should be carefully integrated in the
proposed mixed use centre
14. Development should be set back to protect the landscape
setting of Forton
15. A strong defined edge should overlook the proposed
leisure facilities to the eastern edge of the site

Streets for vehicular movement but with active frontage and
density of development

key
Extents of character area
Existing strategic movement corridors, which
provide direct links back to the town centre
Proposed strategic movement corridor
Existing field boundaries
Continuation of neighbouring land uses into
a mixed use centre for the Keysite with strong
connections back to the town centre
Proposed strategic cycle route
Nature reserve
Buffer to protect the setting of Forton to the
south east
Proposed open space and sports and leisure
facilities
Proposed centre

fIGURE NO. 36

strategic design principles plan
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MILLFIELD
layout

This extract from the masterplan indicates the strategic layout
for the Millfield character area. It indicates the proposed
development blocks and varying development layouts that
respond to the strategic design principles but also that
variation of plot layout and typology will occur within
different development blocks.

9

The numbers on the plan correspond to the strategic design
principles opposite, indicating where some of these have been
incorporated in the layout.

4
3

10
location plan

8

15

fIGURE NO. 37

character area layout based on strategic design principles
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6.1.5 HOLBEAR
objectives

The successful development of this neighbourhood should
address key objectives which include:
 Linkage with existing neighbourhoods
 Transition between town and country
 Linkages to areas with little existing identity

strategic design principles
1. Development plots should be shaped by existing field
patterns and landscape structure
2. Development should create a new urban edge to Chard
which respects the setting of Forton
3. Fragmented edge allowing for interaction of urban and
rural edges
4. Strong connection should be made with existing
suburban neighbourhoods of Chard
5. Clear pedestrian connections should be provided to new
and existing green infrastructure resources
6. Wide spacious north south streets are required to allow
vehicle permeability around the eastern edge of Chard
7. Clear connections should be made to the proposed new
centre at Millfield and Chard town centre
8. Holbear could accommodate a local centre which could
also be used to serve existing communities

architecture should respond to existing landscape and
neighbourhoods

key
Extents of character area
Existing strategic movement corridor
Proposed strategic movement corridor
Existing field boundaries
Aspirational links to existing green infrastructure resources
Aspirational links to existing suburban
neighbourhoods of Chard
Existing green infrastructure
Buffer to protect the setting of Forton to the
south east
Fractured edge to the development to provide
connectivity with the surrounding landscape
fIGURE NO. 38

strategic design principles plan
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HOLBEAR
layout

This extract from the masterplan indicates the strategic
layout for the Holbear character area. It indicates the proposed
development blocks and varying development layouts that
respond to the strategic design principles but also that
variation of plot layout and typology will occur within
different development blocks.
The numbers on the plan correspond to the strategic design
principles opposite, indicating where some of these have been
incorporated in the layout.

8

4
6
location plan

3

fIGURE NO. 39

character area layout based on strategic design principles
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6.1.6 WESTERN
growth area
objectives
The successful development of this neighbourhood should
address key objectives which include:
 Optimise use of existing green infrastructure resources
and connections to the town centre
 Providing strong connections with existing suburban
areas of Chard.
 Views from existing parts of the town to the distant
ridgelines should be retained.

strategic design principles
1. Views from existing parts of the town towards distant
ridgelines along the Blackdown Hills should be retained
by restricting the extents of development to the west
2. Existing public open space at the end of Mitchell Gardens
should be retained
3. Higher densities should be focussed around optimising
use of existing green infrastructure connections to the
town centre
4. Strong pedestrian and cycle links should be provided to
the public open space at the end of Mitchell Gardens
5. Higher housing densities should be focussed on
development sites to the north of the area to reflect their
proximity to the town centre
6. Fractured edges should allow for interaction of urban and
rural edges

a mix of housing typologies with densities that respond to town
centre context

key
Extents of character area
Existing strategic movement corridor
Proposed strategic movement corridor
Fractured edge to the development to provide
connectivity with the surrounding landscape
Existing green infrastructure
Contour lines, emphasising the strong
ridgelines to the west of Chard created by the
Blackdown Hills
Proposed green infrastructure routes
Existing views from the town to the distant
ridgelines should be protected
Continuation of High Street spine
Existing green infrastructure route to the
town centre
Aspirational links to existing suburban
neighbourhoods of Chard
Aspirational links to existing green
infrastructure resources and surrounding
countryside
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fIGURE NO.41

strategic design principles plan

western growth
area
5
layout

This extract from the masterplan indicates the strategic
layout for the Western Growth character area. It indicates
the proposed development blocks and varying development
layouts that respond to the strategic design principles but also
that variation of plot layout and typology will occur within
different development blocks.

6

The numbers on the plan correspond to the strategic design
principles opposite, indicating where some of these have been
incorporated in the layout.

2

location plan

6

fIGURE NO. 42

character area layout based on strategic design principles
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6.1.7 NORTHERN
growth area
objectives
The successful development of this neighbourhood should
address key objectives which include:
 Providing suitable access to the site and a connection
between existing vehicular routes.
 Integration of employment and residential uses
 Creating a practical relationship with existing suburban
areas of Chard which turn their back on the site

strategic design principles
1. Development should be set back to protect the landscape
setting of Cuttifords Door
2. A new strategic movement corridor should be provided
between Crimchard and Furnham Road
3. Existing mature hedgerow and mature tree belt can be
used as a buffer between residential and employment
areas and provide a green infrastructure corridor to
Cuttifords Door
4. Extents of development should be carefully contained
to ensure minimal visual impact looking north from
the town and should take into consideration impacts on
skyline.
5. Employment uses should be arranged in the sites furthest
east to continue existing employment corridors
6. A possible site for the relocation of Chard football
club could provide some community facility for the
neighbourhood. The location north of the town improves
access for traffic and reduces traffic impact through the
town.

varied residential development addressing its landscape setting

key
Extents of character area
Existing strategic movement corridor
Proposed strategic movement corridor
Buffer to protect the setting of Cuttifords
Door to the north
Existing landscape feature with mature
vegetation
Aspirational connections with surrounding
landscape
Potential site for relocation of the football
club site
Existing hedgerow with mature trees
Employment uses arranged as a continuation
of the existing employment corridor
fIGURE NO. 43

strategic design principles plan
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northern growth
area
layout

This extract from the masterplan indicates the strategic
layout for the Northern Growth character area. It indicates
the proposed development blocks and varying development
layouts that respond to the strategic design principles but also
that variation of plot layout and typology will occur within
different development blocks.
The numbers on the plan correspond to the strategic design
principles opposite, indicating where some of these have been
incorporated in the layout.

4
1

3

2

location plan

fIGURE NO. 44

character area layout based on strategic design principles
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6.2.0 the town
centre
The town centre proposals are driven by three organising
concepts. These are:
 Regenerating the town centre.
 Improving the eastern entrance to chard
 Engaging with Chard’s green space.
The regeneration areas were defined by the analysis presented
in section two which highlighted three key regeneration
priority areas, the Back Plots, The East End and the Green Heart.
Each of these three areas will be regenerated through
careful consideration and conservation of Chards heritage,
enhancing and promoting the existing character and special
qualities of the historic fabric whilst creating new exciting
places with sensitive and strategic redevelopment.

KEY
green heart
east end
the back plots
Fore street/high street

0m

500m
fIGURE NO. 45
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6.2.1 the back plots
This involves reinvigorating the historical ‘lanes’ that form the
north south connections from the high street (the Spine) to the
spaces beyond. It involves creating a series of urban spaces:
 ‘Town Square’ – a civic heart for the people of Chard
formed by the Guild Hall at one end and the reorganised
council offices and public library at the other.
 ‘Town Garden’ – a green oasis close to the high street, a
place of calm & relaxation.
 ‘Mill Square’ – once again the working heart of Chard, a
creative, cultural and technological centre for living and
working – a true destination.

The proposals involve ‘Regenerating the existing Boden Mill so
that this great building once again becomes the work horse of
Chard’ providing a mixture of uses including creative flexible
workspace, with exciting living space above. The ground floor
could also house a gallery/exhibition/function space and places
for eating and drinking providing a working and cultural
destination.

Proposals connect these new public spaces with a new
pedestrian route that increase the permeability of the town
centre allowing pedestrians to traverse the town centre
independently of the high street but increase the opportunity
to move between this route and the High Street via the lanes.
By clarifying the vehicular access to the town centre
by providing access to car parking from the south, the public
realm is returned to the pedestrian - ‘re-claiming the streets of
Chard’
New development to repair the urban fabric and
change backs to fronts is proposed enabling usable street
frontage and public realm. A mix of building typologies and
uses will provide a genuine mixed use town centre.

existing buildings regenerated

town garden created

new destination created at mill square

opportunities to eat and drink

pedestrian routes through the back plots to mill square
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the back plots
key
Town centre spine
Pedestrian connections from town centre spine
New pedestrian route across town centre
regeneration
Proposed vehicular access to Back Plots
Proposed development
Existing buildings to be regenerated

town
garden

Listed buildings conserved and incorporated as
key part of regeneration
Proposed Town Square & Mill Square
Proposed Town Garden
Proposed car parking with access from the south
Proposed and existing trees

town
Square
Mill
Square

location plan

fIGURE NO. 46

back plots regeneration concept plan
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6.2.2 east end
This involves comprehensively reworking and renewing
the area between the end of Fore Street and the Tesco’s
Roundabout. It is split into three sub-proposals:

Fore Street End
 ‘Creating and improving an end to the High Street vista.’
 Development enables the continuation of the pedestrian
route set up to allow permeability of the town centre,
maintaining and improving links to the high Street.
 Development provides a strong edge to the busy
Furnham Road protecting the centre of the site where
the new development provides a tighter urban grain and
public realm. A mix of residential typologies will create
true town centre living.

EAST street GATEWAY
 Improving the visual and physical impression when
entering Chard town centre from the east.
 To enable improvement of East Street and to open up
the site for development, a new road is created through/
around the site.
 Development enables the continuation of the pedestrian
route set up to allow permeability of the town centre,
running parallel to East Street with links to the street.
 The east gateway provides the connection between the
town centre and the main employment district that
fills the valley. The development typologies and uses
will reflect this providing a mix of uses. The existing

live work arrangements for true mixed use

buildings fronting East Street can be regenerated with a
mixture of uses and become a continuation of the High
Street/Fore Street ‘spine’. Beyond these the urban grain
allows residential and live/work uses to plug into this
mixed use hub and based on existing allotments provide
a strong green link to the Elms Field.
 Development on the remainder of the site provides a
strong edge to Furnham road mirroring the development
of the Fore Street site and providing further town centre
living.

EAST STREET MEWS
 Development along main roads bordering the site has
left a void in the urban fabric.
 The site is besieged on all sides by backs of properties
resulting in the need for ‘a tight urban infill that
provides its own internal environment while respecting
the surrounding development’.
 The development will provide a mixture of residential
typologies around a shared mews space creating dense
town centre living within a tight urban grain.

a shared surface route connecting the east end to the back plots

town house typologies for the east end

productive urban gardens
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east end
east street
mews

key
Town centre spine
Strong edge to busy roads
Pedestrian connections from town centre spine
New pedestrian route across town centre
regeneration
Proposed vehicular access
Regenerated active street frontage
Proposed development
Existing buildings to be regenerated
Listed buildings conserved and incorporated as
key part of regeneration
Proposed green space

east street
gateway

Proposed and existing trees
location plan

fore street
end

fIGURE NO. 47

East end regeneration concept plan
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6.2.3 High street &
fore street
The High Street and Fore Street form the main retail and
activity hub for Chard. Proposals aim to improve the this most
important street and ensure its success in the future. Proposals
for improvement will include:
 Public realm improvements to surfacing and marking,
with possible tree planting within the reorganised
parking areas. The new public realm will create a more
usable space at the bottom end of Fore Street where
it widens, providing a better setting for the historic
grammar school and a place to sit and appreciate the
vista up Fore Street.
 The vista down the High Street and Fore Street is
improved by creating the space mentioned above and
the new development proposed that will form a more
considered end to Fore Street and frame the vista.
 Improved and reorganised on street parking to ensure
that this valuable direct access to the facilities is
maintained but also functions more efficiently and safely
without spoiling the feel of the street.
 The current vacant buildings within the high street
should be re-used to improve the retail offer in line with
townwide retail strategy.
 Conservation of existing shop fronts and the addition
of sensitive new retail frontage will help to improve the
overall appearance of the street.
 Improve the routes from the high street that link with
other parts of the town such as the regenerated Back Plots
and the Green Heart.
reinvigorated retail frontage

improved public realm and planting

reorganised and improved on street parking

uncluttered public realm and places to rest
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High street & fore
street
key
Town centre spine
Pedestrian connections from town centre spine
Proposed development
Existing buildings to be regenerated
Listed buildings conserved and incorporated as
key part of regeneration
Vacant buildings to be used to full potential
Proposed and existing trees

location plan

fIGURE NO. 47a

high street/fore street spine regeneration concept plan
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6.2.4 green heart
This proposal involves addressing a number of regeneration
and development opportunities around Holyrood School and
the Cricket Club. It aims to remake the area into a positive
part of the town which offers significant green space and
recreational values to the residents and visitors to the town. It
is split into three sub-proposals.

WICKET PARK

The large green expanse to the north of the High Street ‘spine’
is under used and the surrounding town does not engage with
it.
 To enable the town to begin to engage with its green
heart the proposal is to create a new public park within
the green space, providing a usable green space close to
the high street.
 The green space reinforces the north south pedestrian
route that connects the High Street to the school and
now beyond to the proposed Mill Square, connecting
both sides of the High Street. This will both strengthen
and enliven the pedestrian route as well as bringing
people into the heart of this green area of Chard.
 The new park is shaped by development around it
allowing the built fabric and people of Chard to engage
with its green space, this takes the form of residential
development at the rear of the High Street ‘The Crease’
and redevelopment of the football ground ‘Old Ground
Road’. The residential development is designed to engage
with the park space providing an interactive edge that
allows the park to flow into the development and vice
versa.

TERRACE HOUSING TYPOLOGY for old ground road

 The park is also shaped by the proposed reorganisation
of the school and proposed leisure facilities allowing
these to interact properly with the green space and
improving access to the school and leisure facilities.
 The development will provide ‘housing that engages
with the green space on all sides allowing private
gardens and public space to flow through the
development’, permitting views and vistas through and
beyond.

OLD GROUND ROAD

Continuing the proposal of engaging with the green space
north of the High Street, this development engages with the
cricket field strengthening the idea of cricket on the village
green.
The development uses terrace housing to tie in with
existing street patterns. The blocks are orientated to maximise
views over the green space from houses as well as vistas of
green space down avenues, gaining most interaction with the
green space through this fractured edge. Built forms along this
fractured edge include roof terraces and elevations that engage
with the green space (‘interactive gables’) and are not merely
‘end elevations’.
A shared garden space provides a green link between
the new road and the green heart utilising existing tree lines.

development that ENGAGes WITH chards GREEN HEARt

THE CREASE

Continuing the proposal of engaging with the green space
north of the High Street, this development engages with the
cricket field strengthening the idea of cricket on the village
green.
The layout of the development takes its cue from
the existing Burgage plots that it backs onto, continuing
these alignments to turn backs into fronts that engage with
the green space whilst maintaining views through from the
existing buildings.
A small street is created that is a continuation of
the secondary route that runs behind the High Street spine
echoing the pedestrian permeability that is proposed on the
south side of the High Street.
The housing will provide detached and semi-detached
properties with roof terraces and views to the green space
beyond.

chards green heart

NEW PARK in the heart of chard
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green heart
The regeneration of Chards green heart follows several basic
principles:
 The creation of a new central park space close to the high
street.
 The redevelopment of key sites with residential uses that
will allow people living in the town centre to engage
with the green space.
 The reorganisation of the public facilities to make best
use of the green space and provide a leisure facilities
close to the High Street.
 The creation of stronger pedestrian links between
areas to the north of Chard with the High Street and
regenerated town centre.

key

Town centre spine
Strategic pedestrian routes
Town centre regeneration area
Green space
Public green space
Public facilities (School, Leisure etc)
Residential development
Stop Line Corridor

location plan

fIGURE NO. 48

Green heart regeneration as part of overall town centre regeneration
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green heart
Strong edge to busy roads
Pedestrian connections from town centre spine
New pedestrian route across town centre
regeneration
Proposed vehicular access
Proposed development
Listed buildings incorporated with regeneration

old ground road
development

Proposed green space
Proposed car parking with access from the south
Proposed and existing trees

location plan

wicket park
development

the crease
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fIGURE NO. 49

Green heart regeneration concept plan
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